Dear Colleagues

It is our pleasure to invite you to the second symposium in the Quality in Endoscopy series with the topic colonoscopy and colonic neoplasms. The European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) and the European Society of Digestive Oncology (ESDO) are happy to be joining forces for this event.

The scientific committee has produced a comprehensive programme encompassing this exciting field and we feel it sets the stage for an interactive and productive meeting.

Our faculty consists of leaders in this field alongside young rising stars. Participants, who are largely from the younger generation, will take home with them state of the art knowledge on colonoscopy and colonic neoplasms through lectures, case discussion, lively debates, and social networking.

We are convinced that the combination of highly communicative teaching with a strong, supportive faculty is the key to success for “Quality in Endoscopy” symposia and we look forward to seeing you in Berlin!

Yours sincerely

Thierry Ponchon
ESGE Co-Chairman

Thomas Seufferlein
ESDO Co-Chairman
Thursday May 3, 2012

16:00 - 19:00 Registration possible

Friday May 4, 2012

08:15 Official opening
Thierry Ponchon

Chairs: Evelien Dekker, Brian Saunders, Thomas Seufferlein

SESSION 1: PREPARATION FOR COLONOSCOPY

08:30 Bowel cleansing: The modern prep methods? Are scales necessary?
Brian Saunders

08:50 Management of antiplatelet therapy and anticoagulants
Christian Boustiere

SESSION 2: APPROACHING THE CAECUM

09:10 Tricks, tools, new instruments to approach the caecum:
The optimal way to acquire colonoscopy skills
Siwan Thomas-Gibson

09:30 How to record success and is it necessary?
Michael Bretthauer

09:50 Case presentations and discussion with audience participation

10:30 Coffee break and poster presentation

SESSION 3: INDICATIONS

11:00 Colorectal cancer: Different risk levels
Thierry Ponchon

11:20 THE GREAT DEBATE 1: Colorectal mass screening programme
Colonoscopy first ............... Jaroslaw Regula
Sigmoidoscopy first ............ Adam Haycock
Biological test first ............. Thomas Seufferlein
Discussion leader .............. Michael Bretthauer

12:00 Case presentations and discussion with audience participation

12:30 Lunch and poster presentation

Chairs: Christian Boustiere, Jaroslaw Regula, Siwan Thomas-Gibson

SESSION 4: DIAGNOSIS

13:30 Missed and interval carcinomas: The truth
Michal Kaminski

13:50 New lesions: Histological definitions and endoscopic patterns
a) Serrated
b) Non polypoid including LST
c) Depressed carcinomas
Ana Ignjatovic, Michael Vieth

14:20 Quality control: The best parameter and how to follow it
Roland Valori

14:50 Case presentations and discussion with audience participation

15:20 Coffee break and poster presentation

15:50 How to improve adenoma detection
a) Through technology: dye chromoscopy, electronic chromoscopy, HD, enlarged field of view, cap, third eye, etc...... Ralph Kiesslich
b) Through better technique. ......................... James East

16:30 The role of biomarkers to individualise treatment of colorectal cancer
Thomas Seufferlein

16:50 THE GREAT DEBATE 2: Polyp characterization
I characterise (how and when), ........ Ana Ignjatovic
I do not characterise, I remove ........ Raf Bisschops
Discussion leader ...................... Brian Saunders

17:30 Case presentations and discussion with audience participation

18:00 Adjourn

Saturday May 5, 2012

Chairs: Michael Bretthauer, Ana Ignjatovic, Roland Valori

SESSION 5: ALTERNATIVES TO COLONOSCOPY

08:30 CT and MR colonography: Is there a future?
Jaap Stoker

08:50 THE GREAT DEBATE 3: Colon capsule will replace diagnostic colonoscopy
PRO .............................. Cesare Hassan
CON .............................. Adam Haycock
Discussion leader ............. Thierry Ponchon

09:30 The new colonoscopes: Latest developments
James East

09:50 Case presentations and discussion with audience participation

10:30 Coffee break and poster presentation
SESSION 6: TREATMENT

11:00 Diminutive polyps: The optimal treatment?
   Siwan Thomas-Gibson

11:20 Difficult polypectomy: Video cases
   Evelien Dekker

11:40 EMR: The optimal technique: Video cases
   Raf Bisschops, Alessandro Repici

12:00 How to manage bleeding (clip vs. electrocoagulation) and perforation (clip vs. surgery): Video cases
   Brian Saunders

12:20 Case presentations and discussion with audience participation

13:00 Lunch and poster presentation

Chairs: Raf Bisschops, Brian Saunders, Michael Vieth

14:00 The malignant adenoma: When to recommend surgery?
   Evelien Dekker

14:20 THE GREAT DEBATE 4: ESD should replace piecemeal EMR in colorectum
   PRO .................. Alessandro Repici
   CON ................... Thierry Ponchon
   Discussion leader .... Brian Saunders

15:00 THE GREAT DEBATE 5: Colorectal stenting for advanced colorectal carcinoma
   PRO .................. Alessandro Repici
   CON ................... Philippe Rougier
   Discussion leader .... Michael Bretthauer

15:40 Case presentations and discussion with audience participation

16:00 Closing words
   Thomas Seufferlein

FACULTY

Co-chairs

Thierry Ponchon (ESGE) ........................................ France
Thomas Seufferlein (ESDO) ...................................... Germany

Scientific committee

Jaroslaw Regula (ESDO) ............................................ Poland
Brian Saunders (ESGE) ............................................... UK

Faculty

Raf Bisschops ............................................................ Belgium
Christian Boustiere .................................................... France
Michael Bretthauer ..................................................... Norway
Evelien Dekker .......................................................... The Netherlands
James East ................................................................. UK
Cesare Hassan ........................................................... Italy
Adam Haycock ............................................................ UK
Ana Ignjatovic ............................................................. UK
Michal Kaminski ........................................................ Poland
Ralph Kiesslich .......................................................... Germany
Alessandro Repici ........................................................ Italy
Philippe Rougier ......................................................... France
Jaap Stoker ............................................................... The Netherlands
Siwan Thomas-Gibson .................................................. UK
Roland Valori ............................................................... UK
Michael Vieth ............................................................. Germany
**GENERAL INFORMATION**

**Venue**

andel’s Hotel Berlin
Landsberger Allee 106
10369 Berlin
Germany

**Dates:** May 4 – 5, 2012

Thursday, May 3, 2012 ............. Registration only (Possible from 4pm)
Friday, May 4 – Saturday, May 5, 2012 ........ Quality in Endoscopy symposium

**Language**

The language of the workshop is English.

**Accreditation**

Twelve European CME credits (ECMEC) have been granted by the European Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (EACCME).

**Important dates**

Abstract submission deadline: ....................... February 15, 2012
Early registration fee deadline: ....................... March 1, 2012
Online registration deadline: ....................... May 1, 2012

Onsite registration possible.

For further information and abstract submission, please visit www.quality-in-endoscopy.org

**FUTURE MEETINGS**

Quality in Endoscopy: IBD & small bowel disease
(in cooperation with ECCO)

Quality in Endoscopy: Upper GI endoscopy & neoplasia
(in cooperation with ESDO)

**REGISTRATION**

Registration fee includes participation in the scientific plenary sessions, welcome reception, coffee breaks and lunches on Friday and Saturday, and congress material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMPOSIUM</th>
<th>Before March 1, 2012</th>
<th>From March 1, 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>300 €</td>
<td>350 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESGE Individual Members</td>
<td>150 €</td>
<td>180 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESDO Members</td>
<td>150 €</td>
<td>180 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESGENA Members</td>
<td>150 €</td>
<td>180 €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOCIAL EVENTS**

**COCKTAIL RECEPTION:** Friday, May 4, 2012 at 6pm

All participants are warmly invited to the cocktail reception taking place at Andel’s Berlin on Friday directly following the symposium. Drinks will be served and the reception will give everyone the opportunity to network with old and new colleagues.

**SYMPOSIUM DINNER:** Friday, May 4, 2012 at 8pm

Join us for a buffet dinner and a home-brewed beer at Brauhaus Lemke. Faculty and fellow participants will gather together for a relaxed evening in a typical Berlin beer hall atmosphere. “Lemkes” beer is well-known locally and their restaurant retains an authentic brewery setting with its raw local brickwork, dark wood and the unconcealed equipment of a working brewery.

A three course dinner including two drinks of you choice (beer, wine, soft-drinks, water, hot beverages) cost € 35.00 per participant. To make a reservation please select the dinner option when registering for the meeting.

**Address:** Brauhaus Lemke
Hackescher Markt
Dircksen street, S-Bahnboegen 143
10178 Berlin-Mitte
Germany
The official hotel for the Quality in Endoscopy: Colonoscopy & colonic neoplasms is andel’s Hotel Berlin. Please visit www.quality-in-endoscopy.org for more information regarding the hotel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room type</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single room</td>
<td>139,00 € per room per night</td>
<td>Incl. breakfast, all taxes and free use of the wellness area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double room</td>
<td>159,00 € per room per night</td>
<td>Incl. breakfast, all taxes and free use of the wellness area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bookings conditions:**

All hotel bookings need to be guaranteed by payment of a deposit or by credit card.
Deadline for guaranteed rooms is April 1, 2012.
After this date booking of hotel rooms is subject to availability.

**Cancellation conditions:**

Notice of cancellation should be sent in writing only to the hotel agency: MK Producties.
For all cancellations a handling fee of € 50,00 will be charged.

- Cancellations before February 1, 2012 – handling fee only.
- Cancellations between February 2 – March 1, 2012 – 50% charge + handling fee
- Cancellations between March 2 – April 1, 2012 – 80% charge + handling fee
- Cancellations after April 2, 2012 – 100% charge + handling fee

Accommodation can be booked online at www.quality-in-endoscopy.org or by contacting the hotel agency:

MK Producties
Hotel agency for Quality in Endoscopy 2012
Javalaan 9a
3742 CN Baarn
The Netherlands
T +31 35 5426745
F +31 35 5430468

qualityendoscopy@mkproducties.nl
www.quality-in-endoscopy.org